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Promoter Proximal Sequences
Modulate RNA Polymerase II Elongation
by a Novel Mechanism
Thadd C. Reeder and Diane K. Hawley often within an intron, is suggestive of a regulatory role.
Although there is no definitive evidence confirming theInstitute of Molecular Biology
and Department of Chemistry function of most of these sites in vivo, several of them
appeared to cause production of truncated RNAs whenUniversity of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403 genes containing them were injected into Xenopus
laevis oocytes (reviewed by Krumm et al., 1993).
The adenovirus major late (ML) arrest site was one of
the first arrest sites for pol II identified in vitro (HawleySummary
and Roeder, 1985; Maderious and Chen-Kiang, 1984).
In vivo, passage of pol II through this site, which isThe adenovirus major late arrest site blocks transcrip-
located within the first intron of the major late transcrip-tion by mammalian RNA polymerase II in vitro down-
tion unit, appears to be temporally regulated (Mok etstream of the major late promoter but not the mouse
al., 1984; Johnston et al., 1985; Seiberg et al., 1989),b-globin promoter. We localized the sequences re-
and transcripts ending at this site have been isolatedsponsible for anti-arrest to the 59 end of the b-globin
from cells in the late phase of adenovirus infection (Mad-transcript and demonstrated that anti-arrest required
erious and Chen-Kiang, 1984; Mok et al., 1984). Severalthat this region of RNA form base pairs with the na-
important observations have been made about arrest inscent transcript upstream of the arrest site. Small anti-
vitro at this site. First, high arrest efficiency dependssense RNA or DNA oligonucleotides hybridizing up-
upon a low concentration of the nucleotide to be incor-stream of the arrest site also prevented arrest when
porated after the base at which arrest occurs (Wiestadded in trans. Our results suggest that arrest is ac-
and Hawley, 1990; Wiest et al., 1992). This observationcompanied by retraction of the nascent transcript into
suggests that arrest may involvea relatively slow confor-the interior of the polymerase and that hybridization
mation change, for which the probability is enhancedof the transcript prevents this movement, thereby
when the polymerase pauses at the arrest site (Hawleyallowing the polymerase to continue elongation.
et al., 1993). Consistent with this hypothesis, Gu and
Reines (1995) found that increasing the dwell-time ofIntroduction
pol II at an arrest site increased the likelihood of arrest.
Second, purified pol II transcribing a promoterless tem-Regulation of gene expression at the level of transcrip-
plate arrests at the ML site (Wiest et al., 1992). Thus,tion elongation has been extensively documented in
recognition of the ML arrest site is an intrinsic propertyprokaryotic systems, and much progress has been
of pol II. Finally, a protein called SII (or transcriptionmade toward understanding the mechanisms by which
elongation factor IIS, TFIIS) converts arrested com-the elongation behavior of Escherichia coli RNA poly-
plexes at this and other sites back into elongation com-merase is altered in response to proteins and nucleic
plexes (Reinberg and Roeder, 1987; Reines et al., 1989;acid signals (Yager and von Hippel, 1991; Roberts, 1992;
SivaRaman et al., 1990; Wiest et al., 1992), showing thatDas, 1993; Chamberlin, 1995). In recent years, evidence
arrest need not be irreversible.has been accumulating that many eukaryotic viral and
In theabsence of SII, up to 80% of the pol II complexescellular genes transcribed by RNA polymerase II (pol
initiated either at the ML promoter or on a promoterlessII) are also regulated by changes in the ability of the
template arrest at the ML site (Wiest et al., 1992). How-polymerase to elongate past transcriptional blocks
ever, when the ML site was fused to the mouse b-globin(Spencer and Groudine, 1990; Kerppola and Kane, 1991;
(bG) promoter, little or no arrest was observed in vitro,Krumm et al., 1993; Aso et al., 1995). In addition, several
suggesting that the bG promoter contained sequenceswell-characterized transcriptional activator proteins ap-
that prevented pol II arrest at this site (Wiest and Hawley,pear to function, at least in part, by increasing the effi-
1990; Wiest et al., 1992). In this study, we have locatedciency of pol II elongation (Yankulov et al., 1994; Krumm
those sequences and have proposed a mechanism byet al., 1995; Zhou and Sharp, 1995; Blair et al., 1996;
which they act. Together, these findings suggest a novelBlau et al., 1996).
way of regulating transcription and also provide insightLittle is known about the nucleic acid sequences that
into the functional and structural properties that distin-are recognized as elongation signals by pol II in vivo,
guish an arrested ternary complex from one that is elon-how the polymerase responds to such signals, how that
gation competent.response is modified by proteins, and the physiological
consequences of those interactions. A number of genes
Resultstranscribed by pol II in vivo have been found to contain
DNA sequences that efficiently block pol II elongation
in vitro (Spencer and Groudine, 1990; Krumm et al., Localization of Sequences Responsible
for Anti-Arrest1993). These have been dubbed arrest sites, because
pol II halts transcription at these sequences and neither Wiest and Hawley (1990) found that arrest did not occur
at the ML arrest site in vitro when the ML promoter wasresumes elongation nor releases the nascent transcript
duringhours of incubation.The location of some of these substituted with bG promoter sequences from 2110 to
126. We constructed templates to test whether bG DNAsites within the first several hundred bases of the genes,
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either the bG or a minimal ML promoter combined with
either the bG or the MLITR from 11 to 126. All templates
contained the ML T1 arrest site, which promotes high
levels of arrest regardless of location on the template
(Wiest and Hawley, 1990). Linearized templates were
attached to agarose beads. Pol II preinitiation com-
plexes (PICs) were formed in nuclear extract and then
washed with buffer to remove unbound proteins. Nucle-
otides were added to initiate transcription, followed 30 s
later by addition of 0.3% sarkosyl to disable any SII
protein remaining after the washes (Wiest et al., 1992).
The experiment shown inFigure 1B demonstrated that
only sequences within the ITR were required to prevent
arrest. On templates containing the ML ITR, ≈70% of
the pol II transcription complexes arrested at the ML
arrest site, whereas fewer than 3% arrested when the
templates contained the bG ITR (compare lanes 1 and
3 with lanes 2 and 4). In contrast, sequences upstream
of 11 had no significant effect either on arrest or anti-
arrest (compare lanes 1 and 2 with lanes 3 and 4). All
transcripts in these reactions were products of pol II,
as they were eliminated by low concentrations of
a-amanitin (lanes 5 and 6).
To test whether the bG ITR induced a long-lived modi-
fication of pol II, we constructed templates with identical
tandem ML arrest sites placed downstream of the mini-
mal ML promoter. Elongation complexes initiated on
templates containing the ML ITR arrested at both sites
(Figure 1B, lane 7). When the template contained the
bG ITR, pol II read through the first arrest site, as ex-
pected, but was efficiently arrested at the second site
(Figure 1B, lane 8). As shown below, failure to anti-arrest
at the second of two identical sites was not due to the
distance between the ITR and the downstream arrest
site but, instead, to passage of the elongation complex
through the first arrest site.
These results suggested that, rather than modifying
the elongation properties of pol II, the bG ITR interacted
with each arrest site individually and that interaction with
the first site precluded interaction with subsequently
encountered sites. One of the most straightforward pos-
sibilities for such an interaction is hybridization of com-
plementary RNA sequences. Therefore, we searched for
sequences within the T1 arrest site that were comple-
mentary to sequences within the bG ITR. One such se-
quence was found, located 14–23 bp upstream of the
base at which arrest occurs (Figure 2A). Previous workFigure 1. The bG ITR Is Required for Anti-Arrest
had demonstrated that this upstream region, which we(A) Schematic of the three types of templates used in these experi-
ments. Vector sequences are shaded. The template names indicate abbreviate hereafter as UR, was not essential for arrest
first the promoter upstream of 11; second, the ITR sequence; and in any context but did influence the efficiency of arrest
third, whether duplicate arrest sites were present. The T1 arrest downstream of the bG promoter (M. Holtz and D. K. H.,
site was located from 133 to 194, with the major andminor locations
unpublished data). The UR was complementary to se-of arrest (Ar) occurring at 188 and 191, respectively.
quences within the bG ITR from 19 to 119; we called(B) Transcription reactions using beaded templates. Full-length (FL)
this region the anti-arrest element, or AAE. The potentialand arrested (Ar) transcripts are indicated, with those from tem-
plates with duplicated arrest sites labeled T12. The arrow marked RNA hybrid was 10 bases long and had a one-base
with an asterisk indicates a pol II transcript that likely represents a bulge on the AAE strand (Figure 2B).
paused elongation complex, as in other reactions a transcript of the
same size chased to full length (e.g., Figure 4B). Reactions 5 and 6
had a-amanitin (5 mg/ml). DNA size markers were in lane M. Anti-Arrest Requires Pairing between
Complementary RNA Sequences
We constructed templates containing compensatoryupstream of the transcription start site or within the
initial transcribed region (ITR) was responsible (Figure mutations to test whether base pairing between the UR
and the AAE was required for anti-arrest. Templates with1A). The templates contained upstream sequences from
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tandem arrest sites were used; the UR was changed
only in the first site. The mutations consisted of three
base changes in the first UR (UR#1C) and three compen-
sating base changes in the bG AAE (AAE-C; Figure 2B).
When the ITR consisted of ML sequence, pol II arrested
at both of the tandem arrest sites, as expected (Figure
2C, lane 1). When the ITR was wild-type bG sequence,
the UR#1C mutation essentially eliminated anti-arrest
at the first arrest site (Figure 2C, lane 2). Instead, the
bG AAE prevented arrest at the second, wild-type arrest
site, an effect it did not have when the first arrest site
had the wild-type UR (see Figure 1B, lane 8). This obser-
vation showed that the AAE was capable of acting at
the more distant arrest site when its capacity to pair
with the first site was impaired. The ability of the bG
AAE to prevent arrest at the site containing the UR#1C
mutation was restored by the introduction of the AAE-C
mutation (Figure 2C, lane 4). Correspondingly, the
AAE-C mutation eliminated the ability of the AAE to
prevent arrest at a site with a wild-type UR (Figure 2C,
lane 3).
We also tested the prediction that if the ML ITR could
pair with the UR, then this sequence also should be able
to promote anti-arrest. The UR#1A mutation changed
the entire first UR of two tandem arrest sites to a se-
quence that could form base pairs with the ML ITR
(Figure 2B). When combined with the UR#1A mutation,
the ML ITR was now capable of preventing arrest at the
mutated first site (Figure 2C, lane 5). As expected, when
the first UR had the UR#1A sequence, the bG ITR was
freed to prevent arrest at the second, wild-type site
(Figure 2C, lane 6).
The experiments shown in Figure 2 confirmed that
anti-arrest required base pairing between the AAE and
the UR. In addition, essentially every base pair in the
UR#1A–ML–ITR interaction was different than in the
original UR–bG ITR interaction, yet both interactions
prevented arrest. Hence, anti-arrest did not require spe-
cific sequences in either the AAE or the UR, but simply
that the two regions be complementary to one another.
To confirm that no bases in the bG ITR other than
those that could form base pairs to the UR were involved
in anti-arrest, various mutations were introduced into
the bG ITR. Changing the sequence of the ITR upstream
(bases 3–8) or downstream of the AAE (bases 21–26)
had no effect on anti-arrest, nor did deleting the bulged
A16 base (data not shown). We concluded that the bG
ITR prevents arrest solely through forming base pairs
with the UR.
These experiments did not distinguish whether base-
pairing occurred between RNA or DNA sequences, al-
though an RNA–RNA interaction was the most likely
possibility. To address whether the bG ITR paired as
RNA, we added various sense and antisense DNA oligo-
nucleotides (oligos) to our transcription reactions and
Figure 2. Base Pairing between the AAE and the UR Is Required found that only oligos that could pair with the bG ITR
for Anti-Arrest
(A) Sequence of the Ad-bG transcript to the end of the T1 arrest
site. The bG AAE and the UR are underlined, and the bases at the
39 end of the arrest transcripts are shown in boldface. (C) Transcription reactions using beaded templates that contain
(B) Pairing between the bG AAE and the wild-type UR. The two sets compensating mutations in the UR and the AAE. All templates had
of compensating base changes are shown below, with changes duplicated T1 arrest sites except the template in lane 3, which had
from the bG AAE and the wild-type UR sequences shown in lower only a single (wild-type) arrest site. In all cases, the second arrest
case. site had the wild-type UR.
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The AAE Works in Trans as RNA or DNA
To test whether the AAE could cause anti-arrest when
added in trans, various RNA or DNA oligos that could
hybridize to the UR, surrounding bases, or both were
added to transcription reactions (Figure 4). The oligos
used and the region of the transcript to which they hy-
bridized are shown in Table 1. The template DNA used
in these reactions had the minimal ML promoter and the
ML ITR. Reactions labeled (A) tested whether the oligo
could prevent arrest. In these reactions, portions of the
transcription reaction were added to the oligo within 3
min after transcription initiation, well before arrest had
occurred. Elongation continued for 22 min. Reactions
labeled (B) and (C) tested whether the oligo could cause
arrested pol II to resume elongation. Portions of the
transcription reaction were added to the oligos 25 min
after initiation to ensure that arrest had already oc-
curred. Elongation continued another 3 min (B) or 25
min (C).
When the reaction was added to buffer, the percent-
age of pol II complexes that were arrested remained
unchanged, at ≈70%, over the course of the reaction
(Figure 4A, lanes 1–3). Hence, the arrested state was
stable on the time scale of these experiments. The RNA
oligo R-1 consisted of the bG AAE sequence, except
that it was deleted of the bulged A16 base. When R-1
was added to the reaction before pol II reached the
arrest site (reaction A, lane 4), no arrest was observed.
In contrast, when R-1 was added to complexes that had
already arrested, more than 65% of the original arrested
complexes persisted after 25 min (reaction C, lane 6).
This experiment demonstrated that the AAE, as RNA,
can work in trans. In addition, R-1 was much more effi-
cient at preventing arrest than at causing arrested pol
II to resume elongation.
Oligo 83 was a DNA oligo that had the same sequence
as the RNA oligo R-1; however, unlike R-1, oligo 83 was
unable to prevent arrest (Figure 4A, lane 7). Oligo 83
Figure 3. Extra 59 Bases Prevent the AAE from Functioning
had a T at position 17 in the AAE that should mismatch
(A) The 59 sequence of bG ITR (WT) and the insertion/deletion tran-
with the corresponding G67 in the UR, whereas R-1scripts. The first three bases of the AAE are underlined.
contained a U that should form a G–U base pair (see(B) Transcription reactions using beaded pAd-derived templates
Table 1). To test whether this T–G mismatch was thewith insertions or deletions at the 59 end. The full-length transcript
from the 5 bp deletion template is longer than those from the 5 and reason oligo 83 could not prevent arrest, T17 was
10 bp insertion templates, owing to extra sequences downstream changed to a C in DNA oligo 104. Oligo 104 was indeed
of the arrest site. able to prevent arrest (Figure 4A, lane 10); like oligo R-1,
it also was inefficient at causing arrested pol II to resume
RNA prevented anti-arrest (data not shown, but see Fig- elongation (Figure 4A, lanes 11–12). The fact that the
ure 6B, lane 3). AAE could function as DNA demonstrated that double-
We also tested whether the position of theAAE relative standed RNA was not required to prevent arrest. This
to the 59 end of the transcript affected anti-arrest. In bG result also strongly argued that the AAE in cis oper-
ITR, there are eight bases to the 59 side of the AAE. ated as RNA, since as DNA it would contain the mis-
Increasing this number to 13 (15 insertion) or 18 (110 matched T17.
insertion) dramatically hindered the ability of the AAE The experiment represented in Figure 4A also showed
to prevent arrest (Figure 3, lanes 1–4). In contrast, delet- that the oligo must hybridize to at least part of the UR
ing five bases, leaving only three bases 59 of the AAE, to prevent arrest. DNA oligo 112, which hybridized to
had no effect on anti-arrest (lane 5). Lengthening the the 14 bases upstream of the UR (see Table 1), was
insertion to 20 or 52 bases or changing the sequence unable to prevent arrest (Figure 4A, lane 13).
of a 10-base insert did not restore anti-arrest (data not
shown), suggesting that the loss of anti-arrest function
was not due to sequestrationof the AAE in some alterna- The UR Is Not Accessible to Hybridization
in an Arrested Complextive base pairing interaction. Thus, when the AAE oper-
ated in cis, it had to be located near the 59 end of the In the experiment shown in Figure 4A, we observed
that oligos R-1 and 104 were much more efficient attranscript.
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arrested conformation, once achieved, was so stable
that theback reaction to the state influenced by the oligo
was very slow or improbable. One specific possibility we
considered was that, after arrest had occurred, binding
of oligos R-1 and 104 to the UR was slowed or prevented
because the UR was less accessible to the oligos than
it had been before arrest. We reasoned that an oligo
that could bind to additional sequences outside the UR
might be able to access the UR more quickly or more
stably. The appropriate DNA oligos were created and
tested as before. Oligos 94 and 96 could hybridize to
the UR plus seven additional upstream bases; oligo 105
could hybridize to the UR plus an additional seven down-
stream bases (see Table 1). The 59 end of oligo 96 con-
tained the extra 13 bases that had inhibited AAE function
when present in cis at the 59 end of the transcript (15
insertion; see Figure 3).
Oligos 94 and 96 not only prevented arrest but also
efficiently converted arrested pol II complexes into elon-
gation complexes (Figure 4B). After only 3 min of incuba-
tion with oligo 94 or 96 (lanes 2 and 5), a large fraction
of the arrested pol II had resumed elongation, and no
arrested complexes remained by 25 min. In contrast,
oligo 105 could only partially prevent arrest and had no
effect upon pol II complexes that were already arrested.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this experi-
ment. First, when the oligo could bind to additional
bases outside the UR,conversion of arrested complexes
to elongating complexes was greatly accelerated. Sec-
ond, to facilitate anti-arrest, these additional bases had
to be located upstream of the UR; if the bases were
located downstream, anti-arrest was impaired. Third,
additional sequence 59 of the AAE was not detrimental
to anti-arrest when the AAE was present in trans, as it
was when the AAE was in cis to the arrest site.
The results shown in Figure 4B demonstrated that
oligo 94 was much more efficient than oligo 104 at caus-
ing arrested pol II to resume elongation. This finding
was consistent with the hypothesis that oligo 104, but
not oligo 94, had difficulty binding to the transcript after
arrest had occurred. The following experiment directly
examined the relative ability of the two oligos to bind
to the RNA in the arrested complex (Figure 5). We used
RNase H, which cleaves the RNA strand of RNA–DNA
Figure 4. The AAE Can Function in Trans but Requires Additional
duplexes, to monitor oligo binding to the transcript. ThePairing with the Transcript to Rescue Arrested Complexes
adenovirus ML template was attached to agarose(A) The AAE can prevent arrest in trans as either RNA or DNA if
beads, and transcript elongation in the presence of sar-added before arrest occurs. Transcription was initiated by addition
kosyl led to the formation of both arrested and full-of nucleotides, followed by sarkosyl 30 s later. Aliquots (25 ml) of
the transcription reaction were added to 2 ml of TE buffer (marked length complexes. These complexes were washed to
with a minus sign) or oligo (to 30 mM). In reactions labeled (A), the remove unbound proteins and then added either to oligo
oligo was added before arrest occurred, while in reactions labeled or to buffer, followed 30 s later by RNase H or buffer.
(B) and (C), the oligo was added after arrest occurred. Reactions
The reactions were stopped 5 min later.13–15 are from a different set of reactions run on a separate gel.
In the presence of either oligo 112 (Figure 5, lane 2)(B) Oligos that can pair to the UR plus additional upstream sequence
or 94 (lane 6), essentially all of the arrested and full-can rescue arrested complexes. Reaction conditions are as de-
scribed for Figure 4A. Reactions 7–9 are from a different set of length transcripts were cleaved by RNase H, whereas
reactions run on a separate gel. The arrow shown with an asterisk in the absence of an oligo, no transcript cleavage was
marks a pause transcript. observed (lane 8). In the absence of RNase H, oligo 94
caused some of the arrested pol II complexes to resume
elongation (lane 5), demonstrating that washing the ar-
preventing arrest than at rescuing arrested complexes. rested complexes did not perturb their ability to anti-
A possible reason for this difference is that the oligos arrest normally. The smaller RNAs that appeared follow-
interfered with an event on the pathway to arrest, re- ing RNase H digestion were of the sizes expected for
59 cleavage products of the arrest transcripts, while thesulting in nearly quantitative readthrough, but that the
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Table 1. Summary of Oligo Experiments
Oligo Prevent Arrest RNase H
Region of Hybridizationa Number b Arrest Rescuec Cleavage
59...51GUGGCCGCGUAGAU CUGGUCAGAA AAGACAAUCUUUUU88-39
R-1d yes poorlye NDf
83d no no ND
104d yes poorly poorly
112 no no yes
94 yes yes yes
96g yes yes ND
105 poorly no ND
a Sequence of the arrested Ad*-ML transcript, starting at G51, with the UR in bold.
b All oligos were DNA except the RNA oligo R-1.
c Arrest rescue means the ability of an oligo to cause arrested pol II to resume elongation.
d The identity of base at position 17 of the AAE is given to illustrate the mismatch that oligo 83 forms with G67 in the UR.
e A score of ‘poorly’ means that the relevant activity was less than 25% of that observed with oligos that scored a yes.
f ND, not determined.
g The wavy line in oligo 96 represents the 13 bases at the 59 end of the oligo that are predicted to be unpaired.
39 fragments were too small to be retained on the gel. H (Figure 5, lane 4), the arrest transcript was mostly
resistant to cleavage. We concluded that the ability ofRNA fragments resulting from cleavage of the full-length
transcripts were only visible upon longer exposure of oligo 104 to bind to the UR on an arrest transcript was
greatly reduced relative to that of oligo 94.the gel.
The situation was different when oligo 104 was incu- RNase H probing also revealed that both oligo 94 and
oligo 112 bound to the arrest transcript; however, onlybated with the transcription products. Whereas the full-
length transcript was cleaved in the presence of RNase oligo 94 both bound the UR and caused the arrested
complexes to resume elongation. This observation is
consistent with the hypothesis that the UR must be
hybridized for anti-arrest to occur.
The AAE–UR Hybrid Functions at Another
Arrest Site
To test whether the AAE–UR interaction could prevent
arrest at a different arrest site, the human histone TIa
arrest site (Kerppola and Kane, 1990) was cloned down-
stream of the ML UR sequence (Figure 6A). In the ab-
sence of the bG ITR, ≈80% of the transcribing polymer-
ases arrested (Figure 6B, lane 1). In contrast, when the
template contained the bG ITR, fewer than 5% of the
polymerasesarrested at theTIa site (lane 2). We mapped
the 39 ends of the arrest transcripts to positions 18,
19, and 20 bases downstream of the UR (Figure 6A),
matching the published location of TIa arrest (Gu and
Reines, 1995). Therefore, the 39 ends of the arrest tran-
scripts were positioned at least 4 bases further down-
stream of the UR than the 39 ends of the majority of
transcripts arrested at the ML site. As a control, an
antisense DNA oligo that could hybridize to the AAE
was added immediately after initiation (Figure 6, lane 3).
As expected, the oligo restored arrest, consistent with
previous experiments demonstrating that anti-arrest re-
quired that the AAE be free to pair with the UR (data
not shown). These results suggested that, although ar-
rest sites differ in sequence, they may all place pol II
on a common pathway to arrest.
Figure 5. ProbingOligo Bindingto theArrestTranscriptwith RNaseH
Washed arrested complexes were made as described in Experimen- Discussion
tal Procedures. Aliquots (50 ml) were added to 2 ml of oligos or buffer
(TE, marked with a minus sign), followed 20 s later by 1 ml (5 units)
In this study, we have shown that base pairing betweenof RNase H or TE. Final oligo concentrations were 15 mM. Reactions
sequences near the 59 end of the transcript (the AAE)were terminated after 5 min and resolved on an 8% denaturing
polyacrylamide gel. and sequences immediately upstream of the arrest site
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polymerase and that this translocation is inhibited when
the UR RNA is double stranded. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by the following observations. First, results of
the RNase H experiment (Figure 5) showed that at least
a portion of the nascent transcript between 14 and 24
bases from the 39 end (the position of the UR) was
inaccessible for hybridization after arrest. Second, al-
though oligos complementary to the UR could prevent
arrest, demonstrating the accessibility of that region
before arrest had occurred, only oligos that could bind
upstream of the UR could promote resumption of elon-
gation of an arrested complex (Figure 4).
The proposal that a region of the nascent transcript is
retracted into the pol II complex upon arrest has recently
received independent support from the work of Reines
and colleagues. They showed that the amount of RNA
protected from ribonuclease digestion was 17–18 bases
for an elongation complex at a non-arrest site but in-
creased to 25–26 bases for a complex arrested at the
TIa site (Gu et al., 1996). If anti-arrest operates as we
have proposed, then we would predict from these re-
sults that anti-arrest would require hybridization of the
arrest transcript within the region 17–26 bases from the
39 end. Consistent with that idea, we observed that pair-
ing to within 20 nt of the 39 end was sufficient for anti-
arrest at the TIa site, whereas an oligo (number 112)
that hybridized no closer than 25 nt from the 39 end of
the ML arrest transcript did not cause anti-arrest. Gu
et al. (1996) proposed instead that, as the elongation
complex approached the arrest site, the RNA was no
longer extruded concomitantly with the forward pro-
gression of the polymerase, resulting in a build-up of
strain that contributed to the propensity of the polymer-
ase to arrest. However, in our experiments the extrusion
of the RNA appeared to have continued normally until
arrest occurred, since oligos were able to hybridize to
the UR before arrest, supporting the view that the se-
questering of additional bases of RNA within the elonga-
tion complex is a result, not a cause, of arrest.
Models for Arrest and Anti-Arrest
There has been considerable interest in the mechanism
and consequences of elongation arrest, primarily be-
cause the ability to form stable but inactive elongation
complexes provides insight into the conformation of the
Figure 6. Anti-Arrest at the His 3.3 TIa Arrest Site elongation complex that is actively synthesizing RNA.
(A) Partial sequence of transcripts with the TIa arrest site fused to A similar phenomenon, calleddead-end complex forma-
the UR. The sequence begins with first base of the UR (C65) and
tion, has also been observed with E. coli RNA polymer-ends at G104, the first base of the common BbsI site. The UR is
ase when transcription was stalled by the omission ofunderlined, the TIa site is shown in boldface and the three bases
nucleotides (Arndt and Chamberlin, 1990; Krummel andat which arrest was observed are numbered.
(B) Transcription reactions with unbeaded templates containing the Chamberlin, 1992; Nudler et al., 1994), suggesting that
TIa arrest site fused to the UR. In the reaction shown in lane 3, 1 the ability to arrest is not unique to pol II.
mg of a DNA oligo complementary to the transcript from 16 to 131 A number of groups have proposed that arrest occurs
was added immediately after initiation. In lane 4, a-amanitin was
when the position of the nascent transcript shifts relativeadded to 5 mg/ml.
to the polymerase (Chamberlin, 1995; Borukhov et al.,
1993; Izban and Luse, 1993; Lee et al., 1994; Feng et
al., 1994; Rudd et al., 1994; Gu et al., 1996). One general(the UR) was responsible for readthrough of the ML
arrest site downstream of the bG promoter. How does class of such models (Figure 7A) is based on the idea
that the RNA polymerase does not always move mono-base pairing of the nascent RNA upstream of the arrest
site result in readthrough of that site? We propose that tonically along the template, advancing one base for-
ward along the RNA and DNA for every incorporatedarrest requires movement of the upstream region of the
nascent RNA from the exterior to the interior of the base. Instead, the polymerization active site is proposed
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to be flexibly attached to the front end of the RNA poly-
merase, enabling the ternary complex toundergo a cycle
of contraction and expansion (Chamberlin, 1995). This
so-called inchworming movement has been proposed
to be a critical component of the mechanism of termina-
tion, pausing, and arrest (Chamberlin, 1995; Borukhov
et al., 1993; Nudler et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1995; Gu
et al., 1996). The general idea is that, in response to
DNA sequences at an arrest site, the front end of the
polymerase becomes anchored and stops moving. RNA
synthesis continues, however, with the back end of the
polymerase and the polymerization active site moving
forward with each base addition. This process causes
a contraction of the polymerase and induces strain in
the elongation complex (Figure 7A). The strain is relieved
either when the front end of the polymerase jumps for-
ward on the DNA, allowing elongation to continue nor-
mally,or when the polymeraseactive site slipsbackward
along the RNA, resulting in arrest. In this model, the
arrested complex is unable to elongate because the
active site becomes displaced from the 39 terminus of
the transcript but is stable because the RNA remains
associated with the binding sites that held the newly
synthesized RNA. The backward slippage of the cata-
lytic sitecould result in sequestration of additional bases
of the nascent transcript within the ternary complex,
consistent with our observations and those of Gu et al.
(1996).
An alternative hypothesis to explain how the UR
moves from the exterior to the interior of the ternary
complex at an arrest site is shown in Figure 7B. As in
the model of Figure 7A, arrest occurs when the RNA
polymerase moves backward relative to the upstream
DNA, reeling in the nascent RNA in the process. How-
ever, unlike in the previous model, the polymerase never
undergoes a cycle of inchworming, and the 39 end of
the RNA does not remain in the same binding site it
occupiedduring polymerization. Instead of relaxing from
a stressed state, the polymerase assumes an alternative
conformation in which the 39 end of the RNA occupies
another site on the enzyme. Such an alternative RNA-
binding site could account for the stability of an arrested
polymerase and is consistent with recent cross-linking
studies with E. coli RNA polymerase, showing that the
Figure 7. Models for Pol II Arrest and Anti-Arrest 39 end of the transcript cross-links to different sites on
(A) The inchworm model of arrest and anti-arrest. Pol II transcription the polymerase before and after arrest (Markovtsov et
complexes are depicted as large ovals, with the catalytic site indi-
al., 1996). In addition, there is strong evidence that DNAcated by a checkered semicircle. DNA and RNA strands are shown,
polymerases move backward along the nascent andwith the UR on the RNAstrand indicated by a rectangle. The nontem-
plate strand of the DNA is omitted from within the polymerase. The template DNA, in a manner similar to that described in
length of the UR and its distance from the 39 base of the nascent our proposal for pol II, during displacement of the 39
transcript are from this study. Distances from the edges of pol II to end of the nascent DNA from the polymerization site
dN, the DNA base that is complementary to the last rNMP incorpo-
(Cowart et al., 1989; Carver et al., 1994). This backwardrated into the transcript, are taken from the exo III footprints of Gu
movement is apparently required for the 39 end of theet al. (1993). The number of bases at the 39 end of the nascent RNA
within the interior of the complexes is taken from the ribonuclease nascent DNA to enter the exonuclease (proofreading)
P1 protection assays of Gu et al. (1996). The length of the DNA–RNA site, since binding of the 39 terminus to the exonuclease
hybrid has not been specified. The elongating complex shown is site is blocked if bulky substituents are attached up-one that is stressed; i.e., the product-binding groove is full of na-
stream on the nascent DNA (Cowart et al., 1989). Ourscent RNA, and no more RNA synthesis is possible until the front end
observation that hybridization of the UR prevented polof the polymerase moves forward (Chamberlin, 1995). The stressed
complex was not footprinted by Gu et al.; numbers are based on II arrest appears very similar to that result. In the case
the model and data for the other complexes. of DNA polymerases, the 39 end can partition between
(B) Alternative model of pol II arrest and anti-arrest. Pol II complexes
the two sites, but enters the exonuclease site preferen-and DNA and RNA strands are indicated as in (A). A putative second
tially when the ability of the 39 end to pair with thebinding site for the 39 end of the transcript is shown as a shaded
triangle. template strand is weakened (for example, by a base
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mismatch; reviewed by Echols and Goodman, 1991; complex being probed was not an elongation complex,
but one that had already arrested; i.e., the backwardJoyce and Steitz, 1994). An analogous mechanism for
RNA polymerases could explain why arrest sites tend to movement with respect to the template and RNA had
already occurred. Even at sites where contraction of theoccur where five or more adjacent Us are incorporated at
the 39 end of the RNA, since rU–dA pairs are the least front edge has been observed but where most of the
polymerases remain elongation competent (for exam-stable of the possible RNA–DNA base pairing combina-
tions. Consistent with this idea, we have found that ar- ple, at the strong pause site in the bacterial His attenua-
tor [Wang et al., 1995]), it is possible that the footprintingrest is inhibited under conditions that would favor the
maintenance of a RNA–DNA hybrid at the ML arrest site method captured the most contracted positions of a
polymerase that was reversibly sliding back and forth(D. K. Wiest, M. S. Holtz, and D. K. H., unpublished data).
Exonuclease III (exo III) footprinting data of Reines along a limited region of the DNA, perhaps in response
to the pausing signal.and colleagues (Gu et al., 1993) is consistent with the
prediction of both models that the polymerase moves
backward on the DNA template upon arrest. They found
Anti-Arrest and Gene Regulationthat, at a nonarrest site, pol II complexes blocked exo
At present, it is not known whether transcription arrestIII digestion 16–17 bases upstream and 18 bases down-
occurs in vivo or, if so, what the physiological conse-stream of the DNA base complementary to the last base
quences are. An arrested complex might be a target forof the RNA. In contrast, pol II arrested at the TIa site
positive regulators that convert it to an active elongationblocked digestion23–26 bases upstream and only 10–12
complex, a target for negative regulators that promotedownstream of the analogous template position. Thus,
release of the transcript or both. If arrest sequences canfor both the arrested and nonarrested complexes, the
under some circumstances interfere with pol II elonga-total number of protected bases was the same (about
tion in vivo, then the anti-arrest mechanism described35–37), suggesting that at the arrest site pol II had moved
in this paper is potentially a very versatile means tobackwards on the DNA 6–10 bases. We have incorpo-
regulate passage of pol II through such a site. For in-rated these data as well as the recent RNA protection
stance, trans-acting nucleic acids or, perhaps, proteinsdata presented by this group (Gu et al., 1996) in the
that bound the equivalent of the UR on the nascent RNAmodels of Figure 7. Our experiments indicated that pol
could prevent arrest. Conversely, if sequences at the 59II complexes arrested at the TIa and ML arrest sites
end of a transcript acted to prevent arrest at a down-likely have similar geometries, as anti-arrest occurred
stream site, trans-acting nucleic acids or proteins thatat both sites with similarly positioned regions of base
bound the 59 end of the transcript could prevent it frompairing to the nascent transcript.
participating in the anti-arrest hybrid. Proteins couldThe diagrams in Figure 7 are meant to be generic
also modulate anti-arrest by stabilizing or destabilizingrepresentations of two distinctly different classes of
potential RNA–RNA hybrids. In addition, since the AAEmodels: one that incorporates a flexible, inchworm-like
may have to be located near the 59 end of the transcriptmovement of the RNA polymerase as an integral part
to operate in cis, anti-arrest could also be modulatedof the arrest mechanism, and one that suggests that the
by the use of alternative transcription start sites. Al-polymerase always maintains a constant geometry but
though the base pairing between the bG-derived ITRcan bind the 39 end of the nascent RNA in two different
sequence and the ML arrest site analyzed in this studysites. Many proposals incorporating these general ideas
was fortuitous, it is possible that adenovirus employs ahave been discussed previously (e.g., Chamberlin, 1995;
similar mechanism to regulate readthrough of this arrestBorukhov et al., 1993; Izban and Luse, 1993; Nudler et
site during its infection cycle. Inspection of the adenovi-al., 1994, 1995; Feng et al., 1994; Rudd et al., 1994;
rus DNA in the vicinity of the arrest site revealed a se-Markovtsov et al., 1996; Gu et al., 1996). The inchworm
quence that can stably form base pairs with the 59 endmodel, in particular, has received much attention, in
of the ML transcript. Although this sequence lies justlarge part on the basis of digestion studies demonstra-
upstream of the region that had to be hybridized toting that at certain positions the downstream boundary
prevent arrest in the experiments described in this re-of DNA protected in a ternary complex did not advance
port, it is possible that the elongation complex could becoordinately with RNA extension (Krummel and Cham-
modified in a way that would reposition the region ofberlin, 1992; Nudler et al., 1994, 1995; Feng et al., 1994).
RNA that could function as a UR.Although the evidence for inchworming may seem com-
Even more intriguing than the suggestion that anti-pelling, other interpretations are still possible. Analysis
arrest may regulate elongation through specific arrestby exonuclease digestion and other nucleolytic or chem-
sites is the possibility that a similar mechanism mightical probes requires a fairly homogeneous population
be used to modify the general elongation properties ofof elongation complexes stalled at a particular position
RNA polymerase, or to alter the response to other typeson the template, generally obtained by withholding a
of signals, or both. For example, it is possible that paus-nucleotide needed for continued transcription. Com-
ing and termination are related to arrest in requiring aplexes that have encountered and responded to an in
similar movement of the nascent RNA into the polymer-vitro arrest site have also been examined. In either case,
ase. Indeed, bothpause and termination sites have beenthe ternary complex may relax into a conformation not
observed to induce the apparent contraction of elonga-necessarily representative of the active elongation com-
tion complexes that has been interpreted as inch-plex, or may interconvert between several conforma-
worming (Wang et al., 1995; Nudler et al., 1995), and thetions. It is likely that, when the front edge of RNA poly-
merase was observed to contract at arrest sites, the amount of RNA protected from ribonuclease V1 was
Cell
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ng) and buffer (8 ml) with 12 ml of nuclear extract for 45–50 min atfound to increase at the E. coli His leader pause site
308C; the reaction size was doubled for beaded templates. Preinitia-(Wang et al., 1995), similar to the observations made for
tion buffer conditions were as follows: 12 mM Tris–HCl (pH 7.9 atarrested complexes (Gu et al., 1996). If pol II transcrip-
48C) 12% (v/v) glycerol, 60 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA (all from the
tion complexes could be assembled in a way that, like nuclear extract storage buffer), 20 mM HEPES (pH 8.4 at 228C), and
the hybridized oligo, precluded the uptake of the ex- 10 mM MgCl2. PICs on beaded templates were washed, unless
indicated, one to three times with 1 ml of ice-coldBCMH60 (identicaltruded RNA, then response to all arrest, pausing, and
to the preinitiation buffer plus 10 mM b-mercaptoethanol) and thentermination sites within a given transcript could be sup-
resuspended to their original volume in BCMH60. To initiate tran-pressed. Such a mechanism could explain how some
scription, nucleotides (Pharmacia, Ultrapure) were added to finaltranscriptional activator proteins appear to increase the
concentrations of 600 mM ATP and CTP, 15 mM UTP plus 5 mCi
processivity of pol II in vivo. Conversely, certain forms [a-32P]UTP (Amersham, 3000 Ci/mmol), 25 mM GTP (600 mM GTP
of pol II may be resistant to some anti-arrest signals. In for TIa templates), and 10 mM phosphocreatine, followed 30 s later
by sarkosyl to 0.3% in a final volume of 27 ml. Elongation was forsupport of that idea, we have found that our preparation
30 min unless indicated; reactions were processed and resolved onof purified calf thymus pol II, when transcribing a pro-
6% denaturing polyacrylamide gels (Wiest and Hawley, 1990). Themoterless template, is able to arrest normally but does
radioactivity in each transcript was measured with an Ambis radio-not anti-arrest in the presence of oligos that prevented
analytic imaging detector (Scanalytics, Boston, MA), and the fraction
arrest downstream of the ML in the nuclear extract, even of arrest transcripts was calculated (Wiest and Hawley, 1990).
though the oligos could be shown to have hybridized Scanned images from the original autoradiograms are shown in the
figures.to the RNA (T. C. R. and D. K. H., unpublished data).
For the RNase H experiment, PICs were elongated for 25 min.
The complexes were then washed four times with 1 ml of ice-coldOther Examples of Promoter-Proximal
BC100 (Wiest and Hawley, 1990); the first two washes containedSequences That Influence Elongation
0.3% sarkosyl. Beads were resuspended to their original volume in
There are several examples from E. coli where specific BCMH60 plus nucleotides (at above concentrations) at 308C.
sequences, likely acting as RNA, appeared to promote
anti-termination in the absence of trans-acting proteins. Acknowledgments
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